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The final year degree show, held this year at the No Vacancy Gallery in the QV 
buildings;  showcases BA Textile design student project work in the discipline areas 
of printed and constructed textiles. Incorporated within this final year work are a 
range of high level skills and capabilities; from computer aided textile design, laser 
cut products, digital embroidery, digital printing and jaquard weaving; to hand 
drawn and painted artwork, hand woven, knitted and sustainable fabrics, crochet 
and applique techniques. Textile students are utilising the latest technologies 
embedded with traditional textile design and drawing processes.

While the global financial meltdown had an effect on the design, manufacturing 
and purchase of textile products; our employment figures from 2008, showed a 
strong uptake with 81% of graduates employed full time within 6 months of leaving 
the program. Design is a key driver for the Australian economy with increased 
research activity within the program generating strategic industry partnerships 
to keep textiles at the forefront of design and materials innovation. 

Our industry partners and teaching staff wish our 2009 graduates a productive 
and creative future, encouraging them to be adventurous and to take on the 
challenges of participating in a converging and global workplace environment. We 
also acknowledge our team of dedicated textile design, admin, contract, casual and 
technical staff; who have contributed their skills and experience to the program. 
Equally, our degree show could not exist without the hard work of final year 
students, RMIT University colleagues and the generous support of our industry 
sponsors and partners.

Thank you to all.

Patrick Snelling
Program director
BA Textile Design
School of Fashion and Textiles
RMIT University



Bridi McPhee
M. 0435 074 810
Email. bridi.mcphee@live.com

My work is a fusion of what I feel, think, read, and experience. As a 
weaver I like to combine the traditional tactile elements of a woven 
fabric with new and contemporary ideas. I am passionate about 
creating designs, which utilise colour, texture, and dynamic 
patterning. My aim as a designer is to create beautiful textiles for 
both fashion and interiors. 



Dancing knitted magic, mad mistakes, whimsical colour 
combinations, graphic movement and enveloping 

embellishments come together. Creating something 
from nothing is an exciting concept to me. Inspiration 

comes from the environment, the world and all it 
contains, usually in unexpected places.

Allysha Coghlan
M. 0414 437 817

Email. allysha1304@hotmail.com



There is a diversity of objects and themes that inspires 
my work and individual design style.  I have a great 
interest in organic forms, quirky and playful styling and 
have an inclination to design for children.  The beauty 
of colour is a strong aspect that inspires my work, and I 
admire its capability to create a mood based on the 
combination of  shades.  For me,  textile design is about 
colour, form and texture and the endless possibilities of 
pattern.

Adriana Torkar
M. 0412 338 401
Email. adrianatorkar@hotmail.com



Chantelle Conway
M. 0403 714 411

Email. chantelleconway@optusnet.com.au

Creative design inspired by surface colour, fabric structure and 
embellishment techniques, influences unique textile outcomes.



Kylie Camilleri
M. 0417 555 343
Email. bobbersake@live.com

Specialising in Surface Design, I utilise my versatility and 
skills as a textile designer to create designs, patterns and 
colour palettes to accommodate all tastes. 
As a new graduate, I intend to continue developing my 
creative skills with the aim of producing a range of quality 
products such as wallpapers, furnishing fabrics and any-
thing else that may evolve from my creative processes. 



With a history in botanical illustration my design approach 
often has a focus on detail.  Subtle hand drawn textures feature 

in much of my work  while the outcome still 
contains a graphic aesthetic.

Fiona James
M. 0402 729 518

Email. Fiona.james@y7mail.com



Jessica Roccasalvo
M. 0417 781 404
Email. j.roccasalvo@hotmail.com

Details are what makes a good design great. Innovative materials 
and techniques combined with modern styling create a distinctive 
design approach that strives to set a new standard. 



Michelle Cambrea 
M. 0412 814 843 

Email. michelle.cambrea@hotmail.com

Textile design is a reflection of life around us. 
Materials and fabrics are portals in which thoughts and ideas can 

transcend from one realm to another. My desire is to bring positive 
and stimulating designs into the world to 

generate change and empowerment through the atmosphere they 
generate. The beauty of botanical forms in particular drive me 

from one idea to the next. What begins as a slow process of delicacy 
is taken through into computer-aided mediums in order to further 

the exploration of ideas. Ultimately it is the journey and 
challenges presented in everyday life that inspire and encourage 

me to grow and stretch in ways I never knew possible. 



Labrini Kianidis
M.  0424 124 678
Email.  kianidislabrini@hotmail.com

My main focus as a designer is in styling and creative direction. 
I like to produce emotive, eclectic fabrics inspired by travel and 
story telling. These conceptual ideas are translated into product 
design and styled compositions. As a printer, elements such as 
texture, layering, motif and a muted colour palette are key to 
my work.  



Nyria Gonzalez
M. 0405 705 251

Email. nyria_gonzalez@hotmail.com

Simplicity and functionality are elements that drive my work. The aim is 
to connect the wearer to the piece through the tactile experience. 

Fascination for the endless combinations of yarns, colours and structures 
is my motivation as a weaver. Inspiration comes from everywhere; 

people, places, photographs, and imagination. Sustainability is a priority 
and I consider this through the use of diverse materials. 

Small scale decisions add up over time and make a positive impact. 



Eliza O’Sullivan 
M. 0466 529 735 
Email. lize_osullivan@hotmail.com 

I am drawn to interesting textures and pattern in printmaking, 
endeavoring to explore the potential of making textiles using 
sophisticated colours and fabric structures. I seek to create an 
end product that is both engaging and timeless. 



Sarah Hinds
M. 0432 352 335

Email. sarah.a.hinds@gmail.com
Blog address- http://madebysarahaccessories.blogspot.com/

Motifs and pattern have always been part of my daydreams, worlds 
created in my imagination; babushka dolls, children’s book illustrations, 

crafty ideas, retro and vintage fashion. My surrounding environment 
provides abundant inspiration; Melbourne, friends, family, the screen 

printing workshop and of course the clutter that is, my room. The art of 
textile design is an adequate label for creative ideas that have featured 

in my mind. Studying it has helped me reach my artistic potential.  It all 
began in my head and it will forever be my creative weapon.



Bits of many little things, that sometimes look so fragile. 
Most initial thoughts are make believe.
Crafted through my relationship with the felt tip pen. 
Spilled onto fabric by a silk screen. 
I like to place and arrange things in different orders, 
I have since I got my first bed. 

Jaclyn Marie Eddy 
M. 0401 082 644
Email. jac_eddy@hotmail.com



Helena Zivanovic
M. 0421 202 956

Email. hzivanovic@hotmail.com

Excited by colour and pattern. Inspired by sweet things in life – lovely 
tunes and frolicking in the fields. Appreciate happy mistakes. Adore 

creating quirky designs in a playful and loose nature. 



"I wasn't really shot with a silver bullet," she confessed to no one in 
particular. "Or was I?" She smiled the deliciously secretive smile of 
one who instinctively recognizes the reality of myth.

Tom Robbins, 'Even cowgirls get the blues'

Kasia Rose Tons
M. 0403 260 619
Email. kasiatons@yahoo.com.au



Alexandra Murray
M. 0408 463 601

Email. leximurray@hotmail.com

I breathe for design and the visually exciting. Texture, shape, 
colour, pattern and repetition is the language that I speak. With 

every blink I see creative opportunities and feel richer for 
immersing myself into all situations that allow me to 

communicate my passion.



Inspired by my everyday surrounds, the people I meet the 
places I see. Fused together they inspire colour, texture, 
pattern and concept. Where collaboration pushes further 
boundaries. Life is what you make it.
knowNObounds

Rachel Kelly
M. 0406 503 623
Email. rachelkelly_@live.com



Julianna McKinley
M. 0423 086 343

Email. juliannamckinley@hotmail.com

As a textile designer, my greatest enjoyment comes from 
drawing, painting, knitting and embellishing fabrics. I draw upon 

my love of nature, illustration, art and craft to create beautiful 
designs that will be loved and kept.



Anna Witte
M. 0402 443 534
Email. anna.witte@live.com.au

Retroscan fabrics (as shown) aid the time-poor but design-savvy 
consumer, providing ready to use, contemporary vintage themed fabrics. 
The textiles pay homage to the past embracing the hugely influential 
Scandinavian designs of the 60s-70s. Due to a Fine Arts foundation, my 
textile designs transform the humble weave structure, allowing them to 
walk the fine line of appealing to both the commercial and the artistically 
inclined.



Meg Rumbold
M. 0438 634 786

Email. megrumbold@gmail.com

My approach to design comes from a love of all things fresh and quirky.  
Bold patterns paired with interesting modern colours define a style, 

which is both eclectic and contemporary.



Autumn Baker
M. 0420 829 455
Email. autumn.baker.83@gmail.com

As a New Age Textile Designer, I pride myself on versatility; being able to 
capture the essence of an era gone by and translate it into something 
modern, finding inspiration in the eclectic images of Mother Nature or 
ground-breaking artisans of various trades, exploring traditional tex-
tile design as well as modern geometric imagery and abstract florals. I 
love the process of creating commercial products from a single idea and 
watching as the original seed grows and sprouts into fruition. The thing 
that excites me most about textile design is the ability to create some-
thing profound out of next to nothing.



My work explores the complex and fascinating relationships 
between science, art and textiles. This is reflected through my 

multidisciplinary invention of new design processes and my 
thirst for knowledge. I have a three-dimensional view of textiles. 

Weaving enables me to manipulate a cloth from fibers, colours 
and constructs, to the final hand detailed finishes. Whilst my 
work is often conceptually driven and experimental it is also 

expressive of a hand made quality and inventive sense of fun.

Amy Carr Bottomley
M. 0432 528 170 

Email. amy.carrbottomley@gmail.com



Amie Spooner 
M. 0408 337 713
Email. amiespooner@gmail.com

Through my love of illustration, an eye for colour and an affinity for 
pattern, I found a passion for textile design. 
I am naturally drawn to floral inspiration, but am constantly inspired by 
my creative surroundings. Hand craft techniques, layering, mixed media 
and interesting embellishments inspire my unique design aesthetic. 



Grace Rosenfeldt
M. 0403 805 918

Email. grace.rosenfeldt@gmail.com

Inspired by what surrounds me, I create interesting textile outcomes 
by exploration, manipulation and development in texture and colour. 

I enjoy exploring a number of design styles and using media in 
creative and innovative ways.



Sara Peroni
M. 0400 189 723
Email. sara_peroni@hotmail.com

Organic shapes and nature are my main source of inspiration. As a 
printer I like to combine both my CAD and screen-printing skills to create 
a diverse range of fabrics.
"I didn't get into design to be an artist. To me, an artist creates things to 
evoke emotion. Being a designer goes a step further than that, not only 
trying to evoke emotion but trying to make a reaction. It is very 
objective-driven, and that's what makes it interesting."  Mike Davidson.







 

We provide 
cost effective 
quality products
and service 
on time...

The Longbeach Printing creed is simple.

Our founder, Josh de Groot, sums it up succinctly 
– and with authority –

LONGBEACH PRINTING PTY. LTD.
1 Rutherford Road, Seaford North, VIC 3198
Telephone (03) 9775 0210  Fax (03) 9775 0212
www.longbeachprinting.com.au

Longbeach Printing specialise in point of sale printing. 
We will manage your printing project from brief, artwork, 
print through to nation wide pack and despatch direct 
to store.

Not only can Longbeach Printing cater for our clients 
offset printing requirements but also screen printing and 
digital requirements. With our modern technology we 
are able to supply a quality conscious job on time and 
within budget. No job is too big or too small.

Our clients range from large national chain stores to 
small businesses. You can rest assured that 
Longbeach Printing offer the highest level of service.

Longbeach Printing are a professionally run company  
which prides itself on listening to client needs, finding 
solutions and delivering what they want - when they 
want it.







       
  

IFC has established three programs under which funding will be allocated.

It is linked to objectives that support industry in key areas that have been 
identified as important for the future growth and profitability of the industry.

Previously, different programs supported different types of activities. Under 
this strategy, any training activity can be funded within each program, as long 
as it fits with the objectives of that program.

No matching funding or in-kind contribution is expected for any program. 
However, understanding what companies are prepared to contribute to the 
project will assist in prioritising applications.

There is an emphasis on building organisational rather than individual 
capability, aligned to organisational strategy.

No budget or project plan needs to be worked out when submitting an EOL, 
minimising the work that applicants need to do before they find out whether 
their training concept is accepted.

The turnaround for acceptance will be much quicker than in the past qnd the 
aim is to work full electronic submission of the EOIs.

Once accepted, the emphasis is on achieving successful implementation and 
measurable benefits.

When making applications, business seeking IFC funding must ensure that 
proposed activites fit within the objectives of one of the programs. Summary 
details of these programs and the project application, approval and 
development process are outlined on the following page.

Funding programs

1. Innovative industry

2. Sustainable industry

3.  Value chain

How is this funding strategy different? 
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Application to the undergraduate and post-graduate programs can be made via 
the web site www.rmit.edu.au or by contacting the administration officer Fiona 
Gavens on 03 9925 9116 or by email:

Fiona.gavens@rmit.edu.au

Visit our website of program information, degree show images, awards and links 
promoting student projects; achievements and industry sponsorship of the 
program.
http://www.rmit.edu.au/textiledesign

Industry partners and companies can contact the Program director for information 
concerning Industry Partnership Awards, research and other project development 
ideas for 2010.

If you require additional catalogues please contact the Program director on 03 
9925 9411 or email patrick.snelling@rmit.edu.au

There are some key dates during the 2010 academic year that prospective 
applicants should be aware of;
VTAC application - deadline late September, contact www.vtac.edu.au or 1300 
364133.
International applicants - please refer to www.rmit.edu.au/international for 
application documents and advice.
RMIT TAFE applicants - must apply to the program via VTAC application 
procedures.

Open Day Sunday 8 August 2010, 10am – 4pm. Applicants to the program are 
advised to attend information seminars during the day, view student project work, 
speak to staff and students about the program and experience the facilities of 
RMIT University at the Brunswick campus. 

Patrick Snelling
Program director
RMIT University
School of Fashion and Textiles
25 Dawson Street
Brunswick VIC 3056
Australia
Tel: +61 3 9925 9411
Patrick.snelling@rmit.edu.au
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